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Letters lo The fDnOII
Dear Editor:
I ai:n writing in regards to an article printed in the July 1973 issue of the
TEXAS CAVER. The article appears on page 220 under TRIPS, and is
reported by Forrest Smith.
This, in my opinion as well as many others, is one ofthe reasons ofbad
relations between cave owners and cavers. I have been a caver and member
of N. S. S. for many years (check my N. S. S. number 58 56). I have worked
in several caves and crawled in many more. I have subscribed to and received the CAVER since it was first started. In my many years working in
commercial caves and managing several, I have very seldom charged a caver
to see the commercial section of this, or any other cave, if the caver identified himself as such. We here at INNER SPACE, THE OWNERS, AND MYSELF HAVE BENT OVER BACKWARDS TO HELP CAVERS AND CAVING.
We have allowed cavers to go off our trail on many occasions when we were
badly abused. Not too long ago there was an article in THE CAVER, I don't
recall just which issue, where one of our good cavers had gone off our trail
and picked up a burlap bag full of trash and spent carbide that the bad cavers
had left. If you are a caver and I think and hope you are, you know what I
am talking about.
This supposedly caver, Forrest Smith, writes and I quote that we (INNER
SPACE) "was waiting to soak up his $2. 50 for a look at the innards. " This
is very true, we want every $2. 50 we can get. After all, we are in business
to make money, and we did put hundreds of thousands of dollars into this
Cavern, and this is the way we pay for it and pay the bills to keep it going.
I do not know what this Forrest Smith does for a living, but I would be willing
to wager he doesn't do it free.
It is my understanding that

at least three of Texas' largest caves charge the
same price, $2. 50 per adult, which, in my way of thinking is a very nominal
fee. I do not personally know the feelings of the owners and/or managers of
the other caves on this sort of thing, but I bet they would think if you complained about our prices and facilities, you would also complain about theirs.
I do know of one beautiful commercial cave in Texas that this very sort of
thing has completely closed it to all cavers.
He states also, and I quote, "We had a nice time in there, mostly talking to
ourselves and trying not to disturb or disrupt the guides lecture''. This in
itself is a tell tale factor. No way can you talk among yourselves on a cave
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tour without disrupting guide and other guests. He states also and again I
quote, "While I a m complaining: That cable car is a farce". Well, maybe
it is a farce, but bedtt1se of that farce, many old and crippled people have
b een able to see one of the greatest, natural, scenic, historic attractions in
th e state. L et me remind you that I did not say th e greatest, but one of th e
g reatest b ecause we do have five more commercial caves that are equally
g reat. Th e s e o ld and crippled people would never have gotten to see this
b e autiful and interesting cavern had it not been for this cable care (farce).
They have now seen things that makes us cavers keep hunting, searching
and clambering for more. We as cavers have gone to all corners of the
ea rth and have had many obstacles to hurdle to see things such as we have
made readily ava ilable to the unfortunate who can not get around maybe as
good as we.
I w ould appreciate very much seeing this letter m a very near future publication of the TEXAS CAVER.
cerely,

0
~.
Brummett, (N.S . S. 5856)
Manager INNER SPACE CAVERN

E dit o r : W e are very sorry you were offended by the trip report. At the ti m e
we print e d it, we did not consider it to b e objectionable, but now we see
where y o u have a sizeable investment to protect, and this trip report does
very little to help you.
I know Forrest Smith very well, and I am sure he did not mean to wron g
y o u . He is th e past e ditor of the Bexar Caver , a monthly, multi-page cavin g
publication. He ·is an enthusiasfic caver. He was one of the first to volunte e r
to help in th e c lean-up of Cascade Caverns after a recent flood. I know he wa s
v e ry ill th e day before the clean-up and I could observe that he was not feeli ng
too we ll. Eve n at this, he showed .u p and put in several hard hours of backbreaking wo r k sheerly out of good will. He was so unassuming that he brou ght
his own lunch so that the Cascade Caverns would not feel obligated to furnish
a me al. I know h e was not m otivated by your letter because it was written
after th e weeke nd of the clean-up.
It is unfortunate for both parties that this exchange of tll will has happen ed
and it is r eg r etf ul that the Te x as Caver was the media for this exchange.
Glenn Darilek , Editor
Dear Gle nn,
With r egard to the use of surplus nylon w ebbing. (Caver July '73, Pg. 20 5)
It is a dvis able to use only . webbing purchas e d n ew because you have greater
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assurance that it has had a good history of treatment. Surplus nylon could
have been subject to sunlight, chemicals and mechanical abuse which one
might not be aware of. The added security is wort h the cost.

Dear Glenn,
This month Texas looses a good caver; back to Alabama.
Phil Winkler became a small part of Texas caving for one short year
and will leave us this month for a new army assignment , better caves and
better cavers.
Phil is the type of catalyst caver that adds to each and every area of
caving that his assignments might take him.
Though Phil is no spectacular mapper, photographer, or explorer;
he pulls his share of the tape, drags his camera box , (and mine lots of times)
through every cave, does his share of the ridge . runnin'; he is the type of
caver 1 s caver that is an addition to every grotto.
What Phil does and has done is exude enthusiasm. My pathetic use of
words cannot explain the previous sentence.
I am but one poor example in the San Antonio a r ea. · Phil noticed my
N. S. s. liscense plate on the highway one day and almost killed both of us
trying to get me to stop. Phil was going caving and I w as going to do s ornething stupid. This brief meeting brought me back to caving and started a
friendship. Phil has returned at least one other wasting waife to caving
that I know of in this area.
I will miss him. Everyone that has caved with him will.

itodbye,
B~aJI

To A Friend,

Dear Glenn,
This is just a short note to check on the figure in the March '73 CAVER
concerning the depth of Sotano de la Escuela. Craig Bittinger reported on
page 86 that this sotano ''reaches a depth of around 1200 meters". I was
wondering if this figure is correct because i f so it is a depth record for
this hemisphere. The deepest so far is Sotano de San Augustine at 6ll
meters and this makes S. de la Esquela about twice the record depth: If
this figure is correct Craig et al should be congratulated.
.

Yours Truly,

~

Roger V. Bartholomew
PS Great job in keeping the CAVER on time!
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Ed: Although I have heard no reply from those involved in this cave trip,
I suspect that this was my screw-up, and it should have been 1200 feet,
not 1200 meters.
My reason for any errors in that issue is that after the manuscript
w as typed, I did not have time to proofread the re sults at that time. I
penciled the word "proofread" on it as a reminder to proofread it later.
My wife picked it up and saw ''proofread" and thought, "Good, this has
been proofread" and sent it away to be printed. To help me remember,
my wife made me repeat: proofread (e), proofread (~) fast, ten times.
To clarify a little, as you state Sot:ano de San Augustin (Mexico) at
just over 610 meters is the deepest cave discovered in the Americas. It
is only number 31 on the list ofthe world's deep caves, with most of the
rea lly big ones in France and Italy. The deepest known is Pierre SaintMartin, where a breakthrough last year in the Gouffre Arphidia area
resulted in the depth to be increased to about 1350 meters .
Mexico's E l Sotano and Sot:ano de los Golondrinas remain the world's
f~<rst an d }hird d~epest f~eefall ,fits at -100 and i3 0 rnetirs.

*

Survey

•

IS

*

formed

The ALTO SURVEY was Charted by the Natio n al Speleological
So c i e t y as an Inter nal Organization on July 18, 1973. The Charter was
r ece ived by Torn Warden, Coordinator, on July 21.
The ALTO SURVEY will work in the NON -LIMES TONE BED
area of the four states concerned: Arkansas, Louisiana Texas Okla.
'
'
homa. The name is taken from th;- initials ofthese four states.- ALTO
was formed becaus e no work had been done in these p~rta op ~ese states:
Arkansas: below the Arkansas River; Louis_iana: All; Texas: East ~(the
Balcones Fault Line; Oklahoma: South of the Arkansas a.nd Canadian Rivers
and east of the Iridian Nation Parkway. ·we have established lia·i-~ ~n with,
and will work with, the Texas Survey, Tulsa Grotto, Arkansas Survey,
\presehtly defunct).
Louisiana is all ~~r territory. Howeve-r we ~r-e also
working with a group from Mississippi who are doing similar work in that
state . ALTO will be basically a research group, not a social group as
would be a grotto. Membership .. will be considered, but on this basis: What
can you do that ~ill_ further the aima and purpose of ALTO?
The officers are:
Coordinator: Torn Warden
Director of Biology Section: Dr. Douglas E. Barnett. (Ento.)
Director of Exploration Section for Louisiana: Roger V. Bartholomew
Director of Exploration for Texas: David Foster
Secretary/Tr easurer: Donna Mroczkowski
Member Acceptanc e Committee: Don Cournoyer, Bill Halliday
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by Roger Bartholomew
While bouncing along and dodging chuck holes on the Hummingbird Highway from Stann Creek Town to Belmopan, I thought about what my first caving
trip in one year and eight months would be like. I had been sent to Belize in
January to help in the Sacred Heart Parish in Stann Creek Town as a part of my
novitiate training. It was now April 23rd. The apostolic experiment was coming to a close and I would soon be flying back to Grand Coteau, Louisiana on
May 2nd. I had been g ranted p e r mission by my superior to go caving in cooperation with the Department of Ar cheology and had brought down the basic necessities of caving gear.
Previously, I had ma d e contact by mail with Ba r b McLeod (NSS #5230),
who is in Belmopan w orking with the Dept. of Archeology as a Peace Corps
Volunteer in speleology, and then during two brief visits while passing through
Belmopan, had made plans with h er fo r a good working caving trip during the
week after Easter. I also had met Carol Jo Rushin (NSS #11372), also a Peace
Corps Volunteer working with Ba r b. All the plans had been made, . but. several
unforseen events took place whi ch modified the plans a bit.
I arrived in Belmopan on the morning of April 23rd and got settled at the
Jesuit House there. Then I walked over to Barb's house on Stann Creek Street.
On the way I passed the house of the Premier of Belize, George Price, and was
surprised to see that it was the smallest of the different types of houses which
were constructed in Belmopan! Belmopan is an all new town of recent origin,
constructed to serve as an inland capitel so that government functions would be
protected from the floods and high winds of the hurricanes which devastate the
coast of Belize.
When I walked in the door of Barb's house, I had several surprises. Barb
had a badly sprained ankle which she had injured on a surface hike. After the
injury she had to hike overland and through cave passage for over four miles to
get to the vehicle. So Barb was out for the caving trip. Another surprise was
that Logan McNatt was there. "This is just like being back in Texas," I thought,
and we did a little talking about the news of Texas and Mexico caving. However,
Logan was out for caving because a back muscle had tightened up and he would
not be able to go until it loosened up. Fortunately, Barry Fuller, a caver who
helped C. J. on her test pit work in Natural Trap Cave, Wyoming, (see NSS NEWS,
Dec. '72, pg 1 71) was there, and so C. J., Barry, and I planned and prepared for
a three day trip to the Caves Branch System (see NSS NEWS, Jan, '71, pg 8) for
some surveying and exploration.
On Tuesday morning we drove down to Caves Branch and parked the jeep,
put on our packs, and hiked about two miles to the cave entrance . It was hot,
but when we arrived at the cave a cool breeze from the 20 meter wide entrance
gave us natural air conditioning. We set up camp in the river bed (30 meter
wide) which terminates at the cave entrance. Fortunately, it was the dry season in Belize. Then we suited up, climbed aboard our inner tubes and began
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paddling into the cave. After 100 meters or so of deep water we could walk
and wade. Also, the cave branched here and we took one of the passages and
soon saw light ahead at a breakout.
One note here should be made about the Caves Branch System. It is an
underground ri ver system where entrances have b een for med along its length .
These entrance s are called "breakouts". The break outs var y in siz e from
small sinks to large stream canyons 500 and mo re m eters long. Some break outs can be floa ted while others need to be walked. The cave passage averag e s
10-15 meters wide and 3-4 meters high. To pass through the cave one must
walk on gravel and wade or float over deep spots with inner tubes. The wate r
temperature is about 74 degrees F. The breakouts can be very beautiful sight s.
So after pas sing thre e of four breakouts and about two kilometers of pa s sage, we came to the breakout leading .to the final section. Here we briefly
checke d out a small shelter cave a bove the main c a ve entrance, and CJ and
Barry f ound some pottery fragments in it. Then w e went to the main cave and
went back as far as a survey marker which marked the stopping point of a su r vey from the t erminal siphon of the cave towards the entrance. We looked at
a large upper side room to the main passage at this point which had some seven
meter high thin columns, a la NBC, along one side of it. A perfectly formed
cave pearl abo ut the size of a golf ball was shown to me al so. Very nice and
kind of a surpri se for a cave system which is virtually flushed out during the
rainy se ason. After this sightseeing, we brought the survey about 450 meter s
closer to the e ntrance until fatigue, cold and time caught up with us. So we
headed out to th e camp for a good supper and some sleep .
The next day we entere d the other branch and continued past fo ur or five
breakouts to a long breako ut. The cave on the other side of this had been fou n d
to siphon so we had to go overhead along a trail Barb and Logan had blazed p r eviously to pick up the cave at the next breakout .
This next section was all floating with deep water and almost straight
passage between the entrance and the first and second breakouts. The first
breakout was exceptionally beautiful. The sun gave the deep water a luminou s
blue-green col or as we floated past the light zone from the cold dark cave into
the warm tropical sun and back into the cave on the other side. Our destination
was a tributary which was discovered on a previous trip but not explored. Whe n
we started che cking out this tributary we found it to be large and well decorate d.
Now, the forma tions are dead because of the intrusion of dry air when the break ·
outs were for med. When this section was live, it must have been very fantas tic .
We explored the tributary for about 700 or 800 meters before we had to turn back
because of lack of time and energy . Here the passage was about 30 meters wide
and 5 meters high. (Recent reports from McLeod tell of further exploration 800
meters beyond this point to where the cave was found blocked by flowstone}.
When we retur ned to the entr ance Logan was waiting. His back muscle had
loosened up and h e had hitched a ride down from Belmopan that morning. He
hik ed to the ca ve e ntrance but did not arrive soon enough to go with us. His
presence gave us some motivation to go ca ving the next day.
When the next morning came, we did lack a bit of motivation and were
undecided abo u t what t o do. Finally, we agreed to go finish the mapping done
on th e first da y. So the fou.r of us shoved off and were abl e to bring the survey
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the last 450 meters to the breakout entrance. After three days of being wet
and cold we called it quits. After a quick snack at the entrance we hiked to
the jeep and drove back to Belmopan.
The next morning we met with Joseph Palacio PhD, the head of the Dept.
of Archeology, and reported our progress and findings. Barb and CJ are working to help preserve the Mayan sites which are found in caves. This is urgent
because Belize among other countries of the area are plagued wi t h site robbers.
The penalties are very severe for these illegal activities. One man had recently been sent to jail for six months for attempting to take a Mayan plate out of
the country .
During my pre v ious brief planning visits to Barb's house I had met cavers
from the US and Canada there. It was enjoyable talking to them and also listening to Barb's fine cav e ballads . However, at other times I guess it might get
a bit lonely down there. Barb and CJ have made a significant sacrifice to help
Belize in an area which has the potential to attract tourism and also one which
needs more scientific research . A lot of work still needs to be done and they
appreciate any help which is worthwhile. One of their immediate problems is
to set up a local organization of trained people to carry on the work .
Well, how was getting back to caving after a year and eight months?
Great! And I met some new friends besides.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

----- ®--@- <i> ------

I
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Our Caving Truck
by Bob ,:._

~ , l ey

The fateful moment has descended on almost each and every one of us.
You have a gut feeling that your old, faithful vehicle may not take you all the
way there and all the way back without a major breakdown of some sort or
another. With crossed fingers and an inner resolution to strongly consider
all sorts of vehicular replacement possibilites, off you go. After spending
two or so days in some lovely vacation spot, such as Ozona, Texas, waiting
for the weekly bus to bring some stupid piece like a driveshaft, you head for
home, cursing your 194 7 Turdsmobile and sceaming for a new anything! A
parallel situation faced me approximately two years ago and resulted in my
acquisition of the subject of this article.
Dragging ba c k into Alpine, I was greeted by an irate wife, whose anger
changed quickly to perverted laughter upon hearing my tale of automotive wo e .
Little did she know-! would have the last giggle! A few ground rules were laid
before the first eager dealer was approached. The new beast would be four
wheel drive if at all economically feasible, as I was sick and tired of scrambling
up and down such places as the Guadalupes trying desperatly to keep up with
Dwight Deal and his huge tired behemoth. The auto should be shorter than
the Carryall belonging to the aforementioned Dr. Deal, as it has been my
experience that vehicles with a wheelbase approaching that length can have
serious problems crossing small gullies or washes. They seen to either
high center of severly drag the abundance of sheet metal behind the rear
wheels. Vivid i.p my memory was the aft view of a number of State owned
Chevrolet Carryalls after but one summer of Field Geology courses.
The vehicle must be long and wide enough to comfortably sleep wide me
and semi-wide wife. Some dealers thought it quite strange to be approached
by a bearded fat man carrying two air mattresses and asking where he kept
his four wheel drives. Quite important! This new beasty must be able to
maintain an honest 70MPH without littering the highway with expensive
engines; a serious fault with most Jeeps.
The ideal combination was soon discovered! A 25' Winnabago pulling a
trailered Suzuki jeep. A quick check in the ole check book found us only about
$30, 000 short. Back to the drawing board. Curses. Desperation; another
trip to the Guads was being planned. Cursing my fate, driving down the back
streets of Alpine picking up coke bottles to pay for repairs on the old beast,
I found myself at the storage lot of the local Chevrolet dealer. That glance
at the che c k book had convinced me that a new 4WD was out of the question,
but if one could find a real good used one.... . . I snuck through the back gate
like a wetback and found not one used 4WD in any shape,
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but I did spy a new one. A brand new two tone , gold 4WD Blazer-had everything the option book could pile on it. 4WD, warn hubs, monster V -8,
automatic, air conditioning, bucket seats, cut pile carpets, AM-FM stereo
radio, electric winch, velvet lined gun racks, ad nauseum. It had been
ordered for a poor, starving local rancher. I drooled on the remote control
mirror. I was snapped · back to reality by the wetback that wor k ed there
wanting to know what the hell I wanted. But wait! What is that sitting so
forlornly in the far corner? Yet another Blazer, but quite different, one
important thing was that the list of options did not cover three windows.
I crept toward it. It was quite a sight-had only two miles on the speedometer,
an inspection sticker that was seven months old and six layers of West Texas
dust. Couldn't afford it, but all graduate students do a lot of looking and
pestering of people. I must be the nature of the peculiar critters. The key
was in the door. The same six layers of dust covered it. Mumbling something
ab o ut my father the border patrolman promptly disposed of the pesky employee
and I continued my investigation. The interior was of the Spartan variety
containing the basic bucket seats, the optional rear seat, AM radio, and
rubber floor mats. More functional, I reasoned, as the air conditioning was
too expensive and carpet tends to retain guano. The glove compartment
revealed the entire options list ar.c', the fact that the truck had been delivered
to the dealer almost seven months ago. The list of options contained three
luxuries -a radio, extra foam in the seats, and power steering. Every extra
heavy duty and protective option was there also. Gawd, it was filthy, forlorn
and basically ugly. Inside of five minutes I had developed an extreme case of
lust! I had a passing acquaintance with the man who owned the dealership;
what the hell, I'd ask him what it was worth. His story was that he had
ordered 8 Blazers at the beginning of the model year. Six of them were like
the gold one on which my saliva had slipped and two of them were of the more
utilatarian type. The six fancy ones were snapped up by ranchers with a
minium of 3 5, 000 acres in the soil bank and fat government checks coming
in. He had ended up selling the other plain one to his brother-in-law at cost.
He wanted to know if I was interested in the blue one. More saliva. I
re!ltrained myself with the lame excuse that I would have to talk to my wife
and I had a lab to teach in twenty minutes. The poor kiddies didn't learn
much from. me that afternoon as my dialogue on snakes was inadvertently
interrupted by thoughts of winches, mud grip tires, positraction, and passing Dr. Deal in a shower of rocks going up a 45 degree slope. When my
wife got home that afternoon, I was sitting on the front porch, trying to
look casual as hell. I as ked her if she wanted to take a ride in a neat little
truck. She said, "why not?" That was nearly fianancially fatal to her
budget, but she didn't realize it then and it was too late later. I took her
for a casual demonstration ride -two blocks down a city street and four miles
down the bed of Alpine Creek. When I asked her what she thought of it her
reply was that it wasn't air conditioned and that it rode bumpy as hell- I
deduced that she loved it and it was her opinion that I should buy it. I had it
home that afternoon. Having lived with my surprises for a couple of years
by then, she wasn't shocked when I drove up. Her ire was slight! y aroused
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when I started dismantling a truck that wasn't ours for ten minutes yet. The
first thing to go was the spare tire rack. It was obviously designed to cut the
already meager luggage space behind the back seat d own to one cubic foot.
The back seat was next. I did not discard it, but it stays out most of the time.
The following morning I was gone before dawn, leaving my understanding
wife to walk to work.
I am not so foolhardy as to contend that the Blazer is the perfect cavi ng
v ehicle; far from it as some of my modifications indicate. All 4WD vehicle s
are top heavy and thus tend to roll over rather easily under the correct set of
conditions. My blazer is equipped with the optional fiber glass hardtop that
does an excellent job of fending rain and hail but I fear that it would fair poo rl y
if it were rolled over, so a roll bar from the Hickey Corp. was added. That
$70. 00 raised the eyebrows of the loving spouse somewhat. During a weeklong caving and vacation trip into Mexico last year my wife mentioned that
pulling all the gear out every night just to make room to sleep was quite a
drag. That slip of the tongue cost her another $100. 00! We now have a real
nifty rack on the rear of the truck that holds the spare tire and two G. I. can s~
Prior to the purchase of the Blazer, I had admired the super bumpers of
Bill Elliot et al for the awesome and obvious strength. Those of us that live
and/or cave in the Texas hill country fully realize that out there just after dar k
lurks Bambi, just itching to do your handy-dandy caving rig a job. Not to
mention the very expensive cows of old Mexico. I combined the attributes o f
those bumpers and it also serves as a motorcycle carrier. My wife has
discovered a novel use for the bumper; she bluffs her way through intersections
with it here in San Antonio.
I hope that this article might help guide some other folks in their selecti on
of a vehicle that will take you both to work and closer to the mouth of Bustamante.
If it helps steer one person from a costly mistake or entertains someone else
in the bathroom, it served its purpose.
Oh yeah, my wife doesn't walk to work anymore.
neat dirt bikel

*

*

*

*

*

*

I bought her a real

*

*

*

*

"Why would the National
Speleological Society want to
buy this crummy little cave?"
Wayne .Russell
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Tom Warden
Torn Warden, succumbing to the clutches of caving in 1960 has
earned the reputation of being a man of action.
In 1963, after seeing the need for another caving club in Austin,
he organized the Balcones Grotto. After serving as chairman of the group
for its first year and helping it devlop a sound caving program, Torn was
named Honorary Life Member.
Two yea.rs later he formed the Rio Grande
Valley Grotto and chaired it for one year. Both clubs have since prospered;
a direct result of good organization.
In 1968 he discovered a new caving area in the four state region
surrounding Texarkana and began to solict help for the exploration therein.
Through his efforts the ALTO Speleological Survey was, established, In
addition to serving as coordinator of this group, Torn publishes its
newsletter--a feat within itself.
Amid all this, Torn has found time to devote his talents to the
mechanical side of caving. His most recent accomplishment is the construction of a device used for rappel and prussik.
A fine photographer
and mapper, Torn is an as set
to any group.
Consequently
he has been instrumental in
documenting many of the caves
in the ALTO area. Perhaps
one of his best qualities is that
of a morale booster. When the
trip horne seems like eternity,
the beer has long since disappeared, and your car's fender
is still hanging on the last briqge
abutment, you can rely on his
jokes to cheer you up.
Such is Torn Warden-a great friend and TSA Caver
of the Month!
by David Foster
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CASCADE CAVERNS CLEANUP

Dear Fellow Caver,

-

On July 8, Cascade Caverns flooded
when the dam outside the cave broke during
a heavy rain storm. The entire cave was
flooded causing much damage to the trails
and electrical lighting.
The TSA is asking for the HELP of
every Texas caver to assist the owner of
Cascade Caverns to clean up the cave.
This coming July 21 and 22, the members
of the Alamo Grotto are going to meet at
Cascade Caverns to assist in cleaning up the cave. Mr. Bridges has been
working around the clock to reopen the cave to the public. Much of the work
has already been done, but there is still
plenty for us to do.
All of us remember Mr. Bridges
and Cascade Caverns and the kindness he
has shown the TSA. Duri:tlg the past year s
he has been the host for three TSA conventions, two TSA projects, and a regiona l
·p roject. He has done a lot to support the
TSA, so let's show him that we appreciate
all he has done for us by showing up for
this work project.
Besides doing some hard work, the re
will be some caving to do. The flood wate r
opened up a new passage, and Mr. Bridge s
would like the passage pushed as far as
possible.
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SEE YOU THERE!
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Ed: In response to the above letter, sent
to many TSA cavers within easy driving
distance of Boerne, many cavers volunteered to help Mr. Bridges as a small
token of appreciation .
The caverns were flooded on July 8, 1973, when too much water accumulated behind the darn. Although the darn did not break, the water found a ne w
route into the cave and washed a huge pile of rocks into the entrance room, and
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the rest of the cave was flooded. With some help, Mr. Bridges had the cave
almost ready for commercial tours again, when another downpour flooded the
cave and erased all of the hard work that had been done.

*

*

....,.

CASCADE CAVERNS GONE WILD!
by Karen Clement
Cascade Caverns gone wild! Or so it seemed as we groped our way
through the black waters. Not having been in many water passages, I felt a
special thrill as I peered around stalactites and walked slowly forward in the
neck deep water. (Afterwards, I found that a few feet to the right the floor
was higher and the water was only about two feet deep. But, with typical good
luck, I had found the deepest point). The light from our carbide lamps bounced
off the surface of the water with beautiful reflections of the numerous formations, and lent a fairytale atmosphere to the eerie caverns.
But, there was work to do; we were there to reclaim these caverns for
a friend of Texas cavers, John Bridges. Making our way through the caverns,
Phil Winkler, Chuck Stuehm, and I were pulling along a four inch conduit to
use to help pump the water from the entrance room to the Cathedral Room in
the rear of the cave. This pump would carry out 14, 000 gallons an hour, and
was the third one to be hooked up. Mr. Bridges had hooked up two pumps the
night before, but so far the water level had only dropped a few inches.
The main accomplishment the volunteer work crew achieved on Saturday,
July 21st was to dig a narrow passage through the rubble filled front room.
Now, on Sunday the 22nd, we were slowed down by remaining high waters. The
path in the front room was widened to allow a wheelbarrow to pass, a.nd with
three pumps going full blast we called it a day- -knowing that after the water
level dropped there was a lot of hard work left.
Sunday, July 29th, found a few of us back to start the digging out from
under. While Maggie Allison, Kathy Allison and I broke up the debris with
picks and shovels, Chuck, Vince Orozco, and Steve Gutting spent hour after
hour pitching and dumping rocks and gravel from the trail in the Lakeroom.
Many sore fingers, blistered hands, and· aching muscles later we called a halt
with the lakeroom nearly free of any obstructions and smooth floored again.
Vince found what he believed were skull bones, but so far this has not been
verified.
Sunday, August 5th, those who did not have enough sense to know better
returned to the mine. Having gained a few workers, we split up and worked
in different areas. Accomplishments for the day were a nearly completely
cleared out entrance way, and what seemed like tons of mud sucked up via the
pump placed in the lake in the entrance room. Any childhood urges I had left
to play in the mud have now been taken care of as I spent much of my time in
mud up to my knees.
Many thanks go out to eighteen Alamo Area Chapter members who
helped, and the seven other grotto members from surrounding areas for assistance above and beyond the call of duty, as we try to try to reopen by Labor Day.
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CLOSE UP
·INTRODUCTION

PHOTOG RAPHY in CArEs
BY

Mich :1. el R. Feltz

Who of us has not seen some very good close-up shots in caves and does
not want to be able to take these pictures ourselves? Close-up photography
is simply a must for any photographer who wants to photograph a cave in all
its varied dimensions. Unfortunately, there are many problems in this area
of photographic pursuit. However, if these problems could be reduced or
eliminated, s orne really good close-up shots are there for the taking.
Since the main difficulty in close-up photography seems to be a dubious
understanding of the basic principles involved, I will attempt to examine in
this series of articles the entire close-up system from the cave photographe r 's
viewpoint .
To be sure, there are formulas galore in close-up photography and I will
have to delve into these formulas frO'm time to time. The primary emphasi s,
however, will be on understanding and technique. My goal in this series is to
present enough comprehensible information that the typical cave photographe r
w ill be just as confident with his close-up shots as he is with his normal sh ots .
PART I: Magnification vs. Picture Area
In close-up photography it is more appropriate to work with the actual
pict ur e are a rather than estimate any particular angular dimenston you would
lik e to include in your close-up.
The desired picture area leads us to the single most important concept
in close -up photography: the magnification. The magnification determines
such things as the picture area, how much extension you shouid use, how fa r
away the subj e ct will be, which close-up lens to select, the proper exposure
adjustments you should make, etc. You can take close-up shots without knowing exactly what the magnification is, but all of the important principles of
composition and exposure involve the magnification concept in one form or
another. • If you really want to master the close-up realm, this is one concept
you m ust understand clearly.
The basic definition of magnification is to say that it is the ratio of the
image size on the film to the actual subject size. If a certain subject is 3"
long in life size and you add enough extension tubes or close-up lenses so
that the image of this subject on the film is 1" long, then the magnification is
1" /3" or 0. 33. In this particular example, the reproduction ratio would be
1:3 (one to three).
In close-up photography, the magnification is frequently less than 1. 0.
A magnification of 0 . 33 actually makes the subject look three times smaller
on the film than the actual life size.
However, the image size on the film is not necessarily the finished product
You're going to take that negative and use an enlarger to make the final print,
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or you're going to take that slide and project it onto a large screen. When
you look .at the magnification concept this way, the magnifications less than
1. 0 make more sense.
The first relationship we will examine is how t he magnification or reproduction ratio relates to the picture area. The following table illustrates
this relationship. The magnification lies in the first column with the equivalent reproduction ratio occupying the second. The third column lists the
picture area corresponding to the magnification (or reproduction ratio). For
instance, the table indicates that if you have a 1:4 reproduction ratio, th e
picture area is 4" x 6". In other words, if you focused the lens on this p age
of print, you would encompass approximately a 4 1 ' x 6 11 area when e v erything
is in best focus.

Magnification
. 125
. 142
. 16 7
. 20
. 25
. 33
. 50
l. 00
2.00

Reproduction
Ratiu
1:8
l: 7
1 :6
1:5
1:4
1:3
1:2
1: 1
2:1

Picture A rea
(for 35mm ·cameras)
811 X 12 11
7 11 X 10.5 11
6 11 X 9 11
5 11 X 7. 5 11
4 11 X 6 11
3 11 X 4. 5 11
2 11 X 3 11
1 II X 1 • 5 II
0. 5 11 X 0. 75 11

Now that I have presented the table, I '11 tell you how you could probably figure out most of it in your head. Notice in each instance ( except
the last) that the second number of the reproduction ratio corresponds to
the short dimension of the picture area. A reproduction ratio of 1 ~ means
that the picture area is~~~ X 3 11 . So just as soon as you estimate the
approximate picture area for best composition, the short dimension of this
picture gives you the reproduction ratio (and vice versa).
If we note that the negative size of the 3 5mm format is about 1" X
l. 5", we can look at the same principle from an even more basic standpoint. If the reproduction ratio is in the form l:X, then the picture area
is X times the negative size. (This is how the above table was constructed.) The same principle holds if you use, say, a 2. 25 X 2. 25 (6cm X6cm)
camera or any other large camera format. This simple technique will
enable you to derive your own table or, better yet, have an easily applied
on-the-spot procedure that would relate picture size to magnification or
reproduction ratio.
So far, nothing has been said about how the lens extension or diopter
strength affects the magnification. I would prefer to treat this in detail
later on. For the time being, however, I will present a few simple formulas as a preview of things to come. Once you know how .the magnification
varies with the lens extension or diopter strength, then by .using the previous
simple techniques you should have a pretty good idea of what the picture
area is.
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The formula which relates the magnification to lens ext ens ion is:
M=d/F, where M is the magnification, d is the added lens extension, and
F is the focal length of the lens. If you use 25mm of extension with a 50mm
lens, then the magnification is 25/50 or 0. 5 (and the reproduction ratio is
1:2 ). Also, the picture area is about 2 11 x 3" (with a 3 5mm cam e r a).
If you know the diopter strength (+1, +2, +3 , etc.) of the close-up lens,
you can use the following formula to calculate the magnification: M= (DS X F)
/1000, where M is the magnification, DS is the diopter strength, and F is
the focal length. For example, if you are using +2 and +3 close-up lenses
together with a 50mm lens (set at infinity), then the total diopter strength
is +5 and: M = (5 x 50)/1000 = 0. 25.
This corr e sponds to a reproduction
ratio of 1:4 and means that the picture area will be s orne 4 11 x 6 11 •
But don't let these formulas worry you too m uch for the time being. I
merely wanted to run through them quickly so you could get s orne idea of how
any partic ular acces sory affects the magnification or reproduction ratio and
the corresponding picture area.
In the next installment, we'll take a more thorough look at close-up lenses.

*
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by James Jasek
This is the last of three parts of an article on "Important Diagnostic Signs"
s tarted in July. Hope they have proved interesting and helpful.
Editor 1 s note: The first two articles of this series had been credited to Chuck
Stuehm, but they are the work of James Jasek, TSA Safety and Rescue chairman. Sorry for the confusion.

rMPORTANT DrAGNOSTrC SIGNS

PART II r

REACTION TO PAIN: Reaction to pain is a normal function and a good indication of the location of an injury. Ask the patient where he feels pain or discomfort. This information coupled with an observation of the obvious signs and
mechanisms of injury gives some indication of the type of injury.

DIAGNOSTIC SIGN

Reaction to pain

OBSERVATION

INDICATION

General pain present
at injury sites

Injuries to the body, but
probably no damage to the
spinal cord

Local pain in the
extremities

Fracture, occluded artery
to extremity

No pain, but obvious
signs of injury

Spinal cord damage, hysteria,
violent shock, excessive drug
or alcohol use

Upon arrival at the emergency scene, visual abservation will aid you in
making sound judgments as to appropriate action. During this survey you only
have to TALK-FEEL-OBSERVE as you go through all the diagnostic signs.
Above all, you must remain calm no matter what the situation. This attitude
will instill confidence in the patient and others as to your knowledge and your
ability to handle the situation.
There are many different conditions that are life-threatening after an accident, but there are two in particular that require immediate attention or death
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will follow shortly. These are respiratory arrest and severe bleeding. Respiratory arrest sets off a vicious chain of events leading to cardiac arrest and
then to death. Severe and uncontrolled loss of blood leads to an irreversiabl e
state of shock in which death is inevitable. There should be no delay in your
diagnosis as seconds count for a person that has br e ". hing difficulties or severe
bleeding.
Check the patient for adequate breathing by e stablishing a n ; p en airwa y.
Then look for chest movements associated with the normal breathing process .
At the same time, listen and feel for the exchange of air at the mouth and nose.
The airwa y is opened by placing one handunder his neck and the other hand o n
his forehead and tilting the head back. If there are no signs of breathing, im m ediately start mouth-to-mouth breathing. Do not hesitate. Seconds count; after
a p erson stops breathing you only have three to four minutes to get them brea thing again or death will set in.
The next step in the primary survey is to check for the pulse at the car toid
artery. This test will tell you if the patient's heart is working. If the pulse is
present, continue mouth-to-mouth breathing until the patient starts to breath
a g ain. If there is no pulse, immediately start cardiopulmonary resuscitatio n
(CPR). Do not hesitate. The patient is very critical, and every second that the
brain goes without oxygen, the chances for recovery are worsened.
Examine arty bleeding injuries to determine whether they are actually a s
severe as they may appear. Control serious bleeding by direct pressure or by
finger pressure on a pressure point.
During this primary survey, you should be very careful not to move th e
patient around an y more than is absolutely necessary . Unnecessary moveme nt
or rough handling might aggravate fractures or spinal injuries that have not b een
found.
After the person is breathing on his own and bleeding has been controlled
or stopp ed , attention can now be directed to the other injuries. The seconda r y
survey of the patient is to find the additional injuries that can often cause complications when aggravated. This is a head-to-toe examination during which
you can check for specific injuries.
Check the scalp for laceration and contusion by looking for blood in the
hair. Be careful not to move the head while making this check. The back of
the head can be checked by carefully running your hand behind his neck and
sliding your fingers toward the top of his head.
Check the skull for depressions and protuding bone fragments. Again,
be careful not to move the head.
Look in the ears and nose for blood, or tear water-like fluid. Presenc e
of either or both of these liquids indicates a possible skull fracture and damag e
to the brain. Blood alone in the nose may indicate a simple nose bleed.
The neck is checked for fractures by looking and feeling for deformity
or bony protrusions in the neck. Normally the neck is symmetrical and even
on both sides, but exaggerated movement from side to side can se~rate the
bony structures of the spinal cord in the neck; as a result, you will notice that
the head is fixed in an abnormal position. If this is the case, IX::) NOT CHECK
ANY FURTHER. Immediately stabilize the patient's head with a cervical
collar, sandbags, rolled towels, or the like. If the patient is conscious, tell
him not to move his head, even slightly.
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Check the chest for movement on both sides of the rib cage for fractures.
Gently feel the chest cage for broken ribs.
Internal bleeding in the stomach can be checked by gently pressing on the
stomach. A 11 rock-like" abdomen or spasms indicates internal bleeding or a
condition in which the contents of the internal organs have spilled into the abdominal cavity. This is an acute life threatening emergency and can only be
treated in a hospital.
Gently feel the entire pelvic girdle for bony protrusion, depressions,
grating and tenderness. Look for the characteristic abnormal rolling outward
of the leg that is a sure sign of a broken hip.
Look for the swelling and discoloration taht are signs of a closed fracture.
Feel for lumps and tenderness. Ask the patient if he has any intense local pain.
Deformity is another indication of a broken bone.
This completes the secondary survey. From here you go to the actual
treatment of the emergency, then transfer the patient to the hospital.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

News& History
CORPUS CHRISTl CAVING CLUB
The recently formed C. C. C. C., which meets twice each month,
has approved its new constitution and elected officers.
Dues are an
inflation fighting $2. 00 per annum and only one class of membership is
recognized.
Because most of its members are new to this kingly sport and
therefore have not developed bad caving habits the club is stressing
cave conservation and safety as well as technique.
A concept of
Responsible Caving is emphasized in club activities, and so far the response has been enthusiastic.
Vertical practice sessions and cave trips
have been well attended and 14 Corpus Christi cavers made it to the
T. S. A. convention in San Marcus this year.
Officers of the Corpus Christi Caving Club are:

------------------------------------------------

Chairman
Vice Chairman
Secretary-Treasurer
The club address is:

212 N. Carrizo St. #3
Corpus Christi, Tx. 78401

Matt Farrar
Wayne Russell
Rick Milligan

*
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CENTRAL CATHOLIC
We have put out the second edition of our grotto publication
"The Twilight Report." It contains twelve pages of reports, cartoons,
articles, and Guano Parts.
0 ur club is gearing up now for the spring
semester of c aving at which time, more and be tter things will be
happening at Central Catholic.

TEMPLE CAVERS
The Temple Caving Association held its regular meeting on July
5th.
At the meeting we made plans for a weekend trip and di.scu~sed t~e S &R
Project in September. We briefly discussed plans for a pubhcat10n wh1ch
we intend to put out sometime before Christmas.
During the summer months we have been active in helping James
Jasek and other Waco cavers assemble the Texas Caver and ohter material s
for caving.
w ~ have been making numerous trips to the Gorman Falls .are a.
Also, we went to Bustamante in June and plan to return as soon as poss1ble .

ALAMO AREA CHAPTER
On July 4th, there was a spur-of-the-moment caving to Gorman
Falls.
In attendance were 12 from AAC.
On July 7th, we put together
the 'lEXAS CAVER. We put in several hours of hard work to put out
the August issue.
On July 8th, the grotto party was held ami c:;.st heavy
rains, . but they did not dampen our spirits.
A full Mexican dinner and
mucho cerveza was served, while playing mini-pingpong and trying our
skills at many puzzles while listening to the NSS cave ballad record .
. The rain broke long enough for Glenn to try out his new air-cooled, hea t sink rapp el rack, we also did some ascending practice.
Glenn set the
all time grotto record for climbing 100 meters while being completely
intoxicated.
In addition, the grotto members entertained as guest;
Stan Moerbe, Sandi Luker, Doug Nunnely (who is the ex-chairman of the
Grotto, and described New York caving and how he is starting an adventure and camping group in New York).
On the weekend of July 13-15, 7 AAC members met with five
Corpus Christi Cavers in Mexico.
Saturday, we all did Gruta del Palmito.
Sunday , five of us went to Carrizal to do some cave swimming, while
two explored area mines and the Corpus Christi group explored for ruins.
The Board of Governors meeting was held at Karen Clement•s
house with several in attendance.
After the meeting, we all adjourned
We all look forward to the
t o h e lp put tog e ther the BEXAR CAVER.
next meeting of the grotto to be held the fourth tuesday of the month
at 115 Auditorium circle, at 7:30.
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There are a lot of things that can be picked up at the NSS convention. I have heard of at least one case of a seat harness
failing and I know that almost everyone 1 s rappel rig and many
ascending rigs entrust the user 1 s life to the strength of a seat
harness. At the convention, I heard of a back up for a seat
harness, a waist belt, which could at least give you more confidence in your rigging, The waist belt could be a loop of webbing tied around you waist, looped through your rack or ascending
device. True, if the seat harness would fail, it would' be a
painful experience, but it would not be as bad as the alternative.
An old Chinese proverb states: The cave of a th0usand miles
begins but with one small crawlway.
Wayne Russell has just been nominated for the Speleo Dutch Boy
Award. It seems that Dan Long, William H. Russell, and Wayne
were exploring a long water passage with the aid of two inflated
rubber rafts. Soon a race developed and the rafts were careening crazily down the passageway. Then Wayne 1 s raft was punctured as it glanced off the wall. By deftly inserting his finger
into the new cavity he effectively stopped the loss of air and
saved the day (and his $200 camera which has an aversion to
being immersed in water). Maintaining this posture in order to
stay afloat, they were able to continue exploration for another
hour before exiting the cave.
NASA in Houston has been using airplanes to develop sensors
that will later be put in space. One night last spring, a specially
equipped C 130 aircraft made several passes over the Meramec
River Valley near Sullivan, Missouri, Northeast of Salem, at .
the request of the Lower Mississippi Valley Corps of Engineers.
The NASA technicians were trying to locate caves in an area
soon to be covered by a new reservoir. The aircraft, flying at
7 500 feet, used an infra-red scanning device tuned to detect the
6 degree difference in temperature between the 56 degree cave
air and the outside ambient. Scientists hope to corelate cave
locations with remote sensor data and be able to locate new
caves directly from a map.
For those of you that have a limited vocabulary, a Spelunker is
not a dope addict, he is a common everyday sex fiend. The
Twilight Report.
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REVIEW

The KICKER CAVER

Edited by Jay Jorden , this compact, hand set sheet comes out of
Amarillo, Texas, on an "infrequent schedule." The first issue contains
delightful semi-fictional trip reports and caving commentary. The format
is refreshing, being printed like a newspaper, and although the first issue
was only one sheet (both sides), the type is about eight point size, or only
slight! y larger than diet ionary size letters, so a whole lot of information is
pres e nted .
Jay is editing and publishing this sheet as a summer pastime, but
look for mo re and better things to come from Jay in the future.
An ad in
this issue gives the details for subscribing to the "Kicker Caver."
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Me Carty Cave Clean Up
By

Dale Pate

Back in 1968, cavers from the Southwest T e xas Caving Club decided
to clean up the area around McCarty Cave which is located in Hays county.
They first started in the cave and soon they had collected all the trash they
could find. As they came out they saw that.the general area around the cave
also needed cleaning up, so they picked_ up all the trash in the area back to
the road where the cars were parked (a distance of 200-300 meters.) As
they got back to the cars they found that the road way was really trashed
out, so theystarted cleaning up around the cars. They decided to pick up
all the trash all the way to the main paved road which was several miles
away.
Along about the time that they were halfway to the highway, fortune
decided to smile on these cave.l"s for doing such a good deed. The owner of
the cave, who resides in Houston, just happened to be down to his ranch that
day and just happened to drive by. He naturally stopped and found out what
the cavers were doing.
He was so impressed at these people's geniune
concern about the litter and what they were trying to do to make the area
look much nicer that he decided to give SWTG full control of McCarty Cave.
He turned the key to · the gate over to the group and ever since SW TG has had
control to the cave.
Whenever a lock needs to be replaced on anything pertaining to the
cave needs to be done, the Grotto does it with no expense going to the owner.
Of course, ever since the first clean-up, SWTG cavers have been holding
clean-ups at least once a year and sometimes two.
Each clean-up usually .
nets a ?ery large amount of trash and during the last clean-up two vehicles
were filled to the brim with the vial evil, pollution known as trash.
So the next time your visiting one of your favorite caves, look aro11md
you and if there's trash around, take time to pick it up. You may not gain
control to the cave, but you sure could improve not only the beauty of the
landscape and cavescape, but you could improve landowner relationships with
cavers in general. And as we all know, if the owner does not like the way we
treat him and his cave, then he's sure not to let us come back.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

TSA CAVE RESCUE PROJECT II
1mportant .Notice:
Due to the large number of people expected at this rescue project
Chuck Stuehm, Coordinator, has asked that all who plan to attend, please
send a postcard (no letters) with your name, address, affilliation, and whether
you attended the first rescue project.
This second project of the year will be
held at Midnight cave, Carta Valley, on September 28, 29 and 30. This
session will feature two sections, one advanced section, and an introductory
section for everyone else. Chuck is attempting to get Brother Marvin Shanneman(l972 TSA Convention Speaker, and HURT from St Louis, Missouri) to
be at the Project to furnish his knowledge and skills so plan to b e there and
send in your postcard.
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DATE: Aprill4-15, 1973
DEST INATION : Steam Cave, Bat Cave, Quarry Cave, Chinaberry Cave;
Georgetown, Texas
PERSONNEL: Ron Schaffner, Charlotte Rogers, Mary Conner, Tom and Sue
Milligan, Jerry Johnston, Rick Greg, Jay J arden
REPORTED BY: Jay Jorden
O v er spring break, Huaco caver Noel Sloan and I had explored the land
behind Inner Space and found Quarry Cave at the bottom of an abandoned
qua r r y b ut didn't have time to explore it. Then, the following month, the
firs t e xpedition explored Quarry, its ample formations badly vandalized ne a r
the f r ont but having untouched helictites further on. We then followed a powe r
line from the quarry towards Interstate 35 in hopes of finding more caves.
It w as a cold and drizzly Saturday, and by sheer luck I literally stumbled
into a s hallow sink, for it was about four feet deep and my glasses were
c ov e re d w it h mist. It turned out to be one of three entrances to Chinaberry
cave.
Ron went in first, and a few minutes later we heard the exclamation,
· ''Farr out; it's huge ; you won't believe it!" A wide crawl extended over mud
for 200 feet and then opened up into a large entrance room from a roomy
sink that was floored with Chinaberry trees. The eight by four meter
entrance radiated light through layers of mist which hung a little ways into
the cave . Since the names are obviously reversed in the 1949 "Guide to
Texas Caves", there is still confusion as to this cave's name.
Also in the entrance as we stumbled into it was a strange -looking root
on the ceiling that turned out to be a hissing water moccasin, somehow
trapped from a hole on the surface . .
We pushed two leads, one to a well-shaped pit that led down five meters
from the surface and a crawl that went fifteen meters into a downwardangling crack, in which Ron wedged himself. Charlotte and Mary went to
aid Ron, who soon managed to extricate himself. We hauled out of there,
pausing to take pictures of the moccasin.
The next day, I had promised to show others Quarry Cave and this time
we were more lucky, however, for after touring Quarry and Chinaberry,
we looked for Steam with rough directions from "Guide to Texas Caves",
with Jerry doing most of the guessing . He evidently smelled cave air that
we had missed and found the real Steam Cave, again near the landmark powe r
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lines. The cave was super-nifty with several entrances, walking passage,
rooms and liberal amounts of bats which proceeded to swarm while we were
in the back passage. After two hours in the cave, everyone split up and
headed back to Austin; a good time was had by all.
DATE: May 12, 1973
DESTINATION: Red Arrow Cave and Devil's Sinkhole
PERSONNEL: Mike Bonecutter, Woody Brooks, Matt and Susie Farrar,
John Gale, Steve Gutting, Jim Hoehne, Dan Long, Richard and Dottie
Paine, Wayne Russell and Chuck Stuehrn
REPORTED BY: Wayne Russell
Elements of the C. C. C. C. joined AAC cavers for a visit to Red Arrow
Cave for a day of caving, camping, and loafing. That night some of the CCCC
people pulled out a fifteen centimeter reflecting telescope and we did some
star gazing until cloud cover and exhaustion sent everyone to bed.
Sunday morning Dan and Wayne joined Chuck, Steve, Dottie, and Richard
at the Devil's Sinkhole. Meanwhile Matt and Susie got lost and the rest of
the cavers steamed for their horne ports. At the Sinkhole everyone except
Chuck dropped into the hole, looked around, then climbed out.
DATE: May 18-19, 1973
DESTINATION: Price's Putrid Pit; San Saba, Texas
PERSONNEL: Kelly King, David Read, Rick Greg, Jay Jorden
REPORTED BY: Jay Jorden
Kelly and David had a hot tip on a cave which David had located on the
ranch of a Mr . Price in San Saba. So on the weekend of finals we decided
to blow it all off and left Friday evening for the pit reputed to be 21 meters
deep.
A long dusty road led us from San Saba to Price's land. David, our guide,
temporarily forgot the way and we missed the fork at the river bed due to
administrative foulups and finally arrived in the pit's vicinity around midnight.
Everyone watched while Kelly wheeled his jeep through the brush looking for
the sink. Ten minutes later, we found it and at 1 a. rn. I went in. Ugh! I
had heard rumors of ranchers trashing caves from Loving cartoons, but never
having any firsthand experience until now. Rappelling over broken glass and
sticky tin cans is awful. I just prayed that the rocks holding the remaining
debris above ground would hold.
The cave was large for San Saba and harvestmen covered the walls. The
pit: nine meters free drop, with another six meter pit further on; a rarity
in the area.
At the bottom of the second drop, we were on a flat silt floor winding
under low ceilings from a central room, a lot of crawling that led nowhere.
Above the last drop, a large room sloping off contained a rubble -filled
passage and a short crawl to a room. Two smaller crawls did nothing.
About 3:30, everyone piled out and Kelly suggested hamburgers, so we ate
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until five and then crashed.
The next day , as the group left Price 1 s land, the affable rancher and
his son Cecil drove up. "What'd you boys find? _:·h ere's supposed to be
seventeen jack-loads of silver bars down there . C ould you u3 e a metal
detector, " Price asked.
It broke the old man's heart to hear our sad tidings: no treasure.
But not giving up easily, he suggested another cave ''about a mile from her e ••,
and his son started to round up horses for a ride out. An hour later, Ceci l
was still not saddled and we waited patiently.
Finally , Rick rode out on one horse with Price and we followed in the
Toyota, using w a l kie -talkies to keep in touch. What we found was worse
than Putrid, since a dead cow lay in the cave's entrance and large rats
prowled its passages . Nevertheless, in true cavers' tradition, we plumbed
its grotesque depths which again led nowhere. Thanking the rancher, who
was sick w ith the heat and bad news, we went our ways Saturday afternoon.
DATE: May 19-20, 1973
DESTINATION: Mexico
PERSONNEL: Ray Miller and Wayne Russell
REPORTED BY: Wayne Russell
We had originally planned to visit La Gruta del Palmito to get pictures
but changed our minds and spent Saturday morning looking for new caves in
Bustamante Can yon and in the desert beyond Sierra de Gomez. Poor roads ,
desert heat, a n overboiling radiator, and a lack of speleological results
combined t o convince us that any caves in this area could wait a little longe r
to be d i scovered. So we headed south, past Monterrey to visit Pozo de La
Poza and La Poza Sink #1 then enjoyed a cold night camping in the mountain s.
Next morning we stopped at Cueva de los Vampiros to look at the bats.
This proved to be interesting because most of the females carried half
grown juveniles which clung to their mothers chest. The babies were large
enough to make flying an awkward and tiring activity and the nursing bats,
normally very shy, would take to wing only when very closely approached.
Then we arrived at Cueva del Ebanito (?)for a reconnaissance scuba dive
to see if the cave is worthy of further investigatip n. It is! The entrance
is situated in a mountainside and is about twenty ,feet above a normally dry
riverbed. The cave immediately drops at an angle of from 45-60 degrees fo r
over 100 feet to a pool of water. The limestone here is very hard but the
walls and ceiling are polished as smooth as glass, evidence that a tremendous volwne of water passes through the cave apparently draining a large
part of the mountain above. Above the waterline the cave was quite dry but
on a previous trip the water level was observed to be a full 70 feet higher
(just short of the entrance)!
Below the present water line we found the passage bottle-necked briefly
and was partially plugged by boulders at this point, stopping exploration.
I squeezed through far enough to see that the passage opened up on the other
side and the ceiling leveled off while the floor continued to slope downward
out of sight . Unable to clear the barrier we left the cave and started the
long drive back to the U.S.
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DATE: May 28, 1973
DESTINATION: Cave rna Oro, Cheesecake Caverns; Colorado
PERSONNEL: Ed Sargent, Noel Sloan, Jay Jorden
REPORTED BY: Jay Jorden
The day after Amarillo's historic dust storm, a brave and intrepid group
of speleologists inked another page in caving annals with a daring as sult on
two of Colorado's toughest caves, Caverna del Oro (Cavern of Gold) on Marble
Mountain and Cheesecake Caverns near Crested Butte. Monday morning, our
VW caravan left the city limits for the New Mexico border. Thanks to some
investigative work by Noel, we had a chapter called "Cave Hunting in Colorado"
in Dr. William Halliday's book Adventure is Underground as a reference.
In it was found a desceiption and approximate location of 90 meter deep
Spanish Cave at an altitude of 3, 500 meters.
Howeve r , our enthusiasm was soon "iced over" when we caught sight of
snow crowning lowly Raton Pass. For, according to Dr. Halliday, many an
adventurer has trudged up Marble Mountain only to find the "conquistadores 1
cave" under ten feet of snow. It turned out that we were just such a group.
In Westcliff outside San Isabel National Forest, we learned that the previous day a group of two had encountered one and a half meter drifts at 3, 000
meters in search of the cave and turned back.
Following this development, we decided to turn north Tuesday to Crested
Butte and a cave we had started to explore last summer on a high limestone
bluff eleven kilometers south of town, a slice of rocky cheesecake riddled
with holes. We rea ched the extent . of our previous exploration quickly, then,
and came to the big "pit" that had befuddled Noel and I last summer. To our
surprise, it bottomed out 4. 5 meters lower and offered no other passage than
a short chimney back up again. What a bummer! Evidently, local mountain
climbers had entered the cave, witnessed by a piton driven in the cave 1 s "pit".
We explored other leads a.nd then left.
Noel had some other leads which didn't pan out, so we headed over Monarch
Pass, coasting downhill with the ignition off to avoid wasting 12¢ /liter gas.
We went through Fairplay to look up a Premier lamp distributor there, whom
we learned was in Arizona. We then went to Central City to pan for gold (an
old summer standby) and to rappel down s orne mine shafts.
Theoretically, shaft caving should be really neat but for two factors,
one simply dangerou• and the other absolutely deadly. First the gold mine
shafts are either walled with loose, blasted rock (as in Westcliff) or rotten
timber shoring (as in Cripple Creek and Central City. ) This is a minor
consideratiE:m, but it turns out that the large mines, some abandoned since the
early 1880's, required ventilation by large fans to supply air to miners below.
Disuse of the mines brought accumulations of cyanide and arsenic gas, both
deadly killers, found in natural combination with the rocks.
It's easy to ignore both of these dangers, as we were busily doin)l, rigging
up a rope and readying for rappel down a safe looking, slightly inclined shaft
in a Central 'City ghost town. Then some old-timer showed up and warned
Noel of the gas hazard in Central City mines, mentioning the fact that s orne
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kid had been pulled dead out of a nearby shaft a few days ago.
We examined this threat and remembered that, while a carbide lamp was
good for telling bad air, it wasn't worth a damn in detecting cyanide and arsenic
gases, both deadly in minute quantities. Needless t o say, his news of "gas in
the mines" put a damper on our hopes of reaching a tunnel in tl!e mine's depths.
Thus, vowing to purchase an oxygen tank, we headed to Estes Park and
Rocky Mountain National Park for some backpacking and job-hunting. All of
us were still wondering what would have happened if not for that "providential "
old man. As Sarge later said, "You guys are too macho for your own good!"
DATE: June 22-24, 1973
DESTINATION: Quigg Sinkhole
PERSONNEL: Steve Fleming, Keith Heuss, Mary Kay Krauska, Sandi Luke r ,
Stan Moerbe
REPORTED BY: Keith Heuss
We left San Antonio Friday at about 8:00 P.M. and spent the night at the
roadside park north of Lorna Alta.
We returned to Lorna Alta where we called the owner to get permission
to enter. At 2:00P.M. we entered Quigg Sinkhole. We spent eight hours
expl or ing, mapping and taking photographs. Stan chimneyed the crevice whe r e
the water pipe runs which carries water from the spring to the tank at the
bottom of the drop. Steve followed him across ancl they went to the end of the
crevice. The canyon measures 22. 9 meters from the pipe to the bottom of
the lower room. Some more passage was found at the hottom of the lower
room. A crawlway leads out about 8 meters where 8 meters of chimneying
leads into w alking passageway which leads back under the lower room from
which the crawlway was entered. After climbing out the 35 meter.drop we
returned to the roadside park. The truck drivers in the area have a game of
honking their horns at three in the morning.
Sunday we drove to RNK Ranch where we spent about three hours in
Fawcett's Cave.
DATE: June 2 3, 1973
DESTINATION: Big Mouth Cave, Small Mouth Cave, Red River Sinks;
Shamrock, Texas
PERSONNEL: Jay Jorden
REPORTED BY: Jay Jorden
Armed with topographic maps of the area furnished by Mr. "Red" Jacks on
of the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation in Amarillo, I set out to locate some real
honest-to-God gypsum caves in the Texas Panhandle.
The caves are located on a high gypsum bluff on the north side of the
North Fork of the Red River. I soon found my reference to the caves, Texas
Speleological Survey's ''Caves of Northwest Texas", failed to mention that
along the bluff there is a nearly impenetrable jungle of long grass, vines,
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poison ivy and wi llows.
Before the sun went down, I found the lower entrance of Small Mouth
with a trickle of water running out. To a caver in a region normally devoid
of caves, the cave looked like a mirage in the darkening light. Inside, despite all the local explorers who have apparently t r aversed it, the cave was
remarkably free of trash. It looked and smelled like an Austin limestone
cave, but the lack of formations was bearable since most Austin caves lack
these oddities and I had learned to live without them.
The cave was pleasant except for the muddy, water-filled crawlway
which reaches the sink above the eli££. At a point right before the crawlway,
one can see layers of charcoal from old Indian campfires made in the wide
rC''Jm above because the stream before the crawl has eroded a dome into the
silt of the larger room's floor.
When I went into the crawl, I had forgotten that the cave has two entranc es , and it wa s really freaky to see the three by seven meter opening
above . In the TSS description, two passages were evidently never explored
or mapped. I wonder where those long, silt-filled stream passages go?
Big Mouth Cave was more elusive; so elusive in fact that I never found
it. It's probably somewhere in the growth along the river, but its entrance
(supposedly la rger than Small Mouth) escaped me.
Th e promising leads mentioned in "Northwest Texas'', the Red River
Sinks, really do exist. In fact, there are so many (I counted 25) that I
doubt if the fledgling Amarillo Grotto will even begin to explore them all.
Th e nice thing about these sinks is that most had caves in their recesses.
Out of 2 5, only three were without caves. Far out!
These sinks occur almost in rows back from the eli££ face. I went only
two rows deep and could see three more, but since my army boots were
melting on the hot gypsum rock, my mind was numb from lack of sleep and
my stomach was growling in the 95 degree heat, I blew them off. Undoubtedly
there is a mile (at least) of pas sage under all of this because from time to
time I would walk across the tops of what are probably domes, which would
r e sound with a hollow boom . Wow!
The sinks were astounding, to be precise, for by the time I would walk
out of one, I would be heading down in to the next. It looked entirely like
some hairy doodle-bug had gone crazy on top of the gypsum bluff. Most
were from 30 to 45 meters across and 6 to 10 meters deep. From the top
of the bluff, cliffside, one can see the ground gently sloping away and sink
after sink rec ee ding into the horizon, separated by low hills. After a while,
surprisingly enough, I g ot tired of going up and down through sinks.
Sunday morn~ng I h~aded for home, already looking forward to another
expedition to this Panhandle t!aVTng mecca.
DATE: July 7-8, 1973
DESTINATION: Harrell's Cave
PERSONNEL: Debbie Flanagan, Gary Parsons, Frank Sadek, Curtis Sitz,
Warren Sunbury, Rodney Roundt·ree, Darrell Smith
REPORTED BY: Gary Parsons
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Frank and I camped at Gorman Falls Saturday night. After awakening
Sunday morning (and changing a deflated tire) we proceeded to Harrell's to
find the other Temple cavers impatiently awaiting our arrival. Just prior
to our descent, we were joined by Darrell Smith a n d Rodney Roundtree, two
Brownwood cavers, who were on their way to Fence Line Fis s ure and
Crystal Lake Crawl Cave. After talking with them for a short while, they
left and we began our descent.
The first thing we really noticed was the large number of bats present
in the cave . While Curtis and Warren were playing around in the breakdown the rest of us took of£ to the left passage which we found to be extrem ely
muddy.
Upon exiting frqrn this passage we found, to our amazement, the two
Brownwood cavers we had met earlier. We then explored the other horizon tal pas sage and returned for the ascent.
Rodney quickly walked up the rope with a Gibbs rig, with Darrell and
the T emple T errors not far behind.
Upon e x iting the cave, we quickly went to the Colorado River to wash
off the mud which had accumulated on our bodies. It was a very good day
for caving--except for intermittent thunderstorms--and a very good trip
fo r all who were present.
DA T E : July 26-28, 1973
DESTINATION: Airman's Cave, Gorman Falls
PERSONNEL: Mike Mitchell, Sammy Bishop
REPORT ED BY: Mike Mitchell
After re-reading The Caves of San Saba County, I found out that Gorma n
Cave has been visited by almost all cavers but me, so I immediately called
Sammy, one of the boys I take caving, to get up a trip.
We decided to do Airman 1 s Cave on the way to Gorman Falls. I went
by Ronnie Fieseler 1 s for directions. Fortunately, he was horne, and he
drew me a map. We did the cave until hunger and headache forced us out
after only a short time. We decided that another trip at a later date was
in order.
We drove to Pedernales State Park for a much needed swim. While
there, I noticed several "openings" in the face of the cliffs on the other
side of the river. We did not have iiirne to check them out, but vowed to
return later ~nd do so. We drove to our favorite rest area outside Johnson
City and camped.
.
N'ext morning we arrived at Gorman Falls, paid the dollar, and walked
to the cave. We spent several hours in the cave, just going straight in and
straight out. We decided to leave when my carbide went out and would not
relight. I thought it was only C02, but later discovered that it was also a
wet felt pad and mud clogging the nozzle.
We were at the office about to leave when we met Terry Smith from
Brownwood. Terry said he knew of other caves in the area, and he wanted
to do some caving . We did Gorrnanette and hiked around the falls.
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Sammy and I headed for home Saturday with a quick swim at Pedernale•
Park. We both agreed that this was a very successful trip and hope for
many more like it in the future!
DATE: July 29, 1973
DESTINATION: Devil's Sinkhole
PERSONNE L: John Graves, Pete O'Neil, Scott Harden, Glenn Darilek,
Billy West, Richard and Dottie Paine and three others from Central
Catholic
REPORTED BY: Glenn Darilek
The trip got off about normal, only one person who did not have the
required notarized release, so after a half hour delay, we were on our
way. There were ten of us in my van, and it was not terribly crowded or
uncomfortable. We rigged the pit twice with my 100 meter Bluewater rope
and everyone got down with no problems. We went into the lake room and
found the water level to be down about 2. 5 meters from where it was last
year. Later we found out that the Rocksprings area had been missed by the
heavy rains that we had experienced in San Antonio.
Scott and I decided to climb out ahead of everyone else, so Scott rigged
his jwnars and I was trying out my new Gibbs. Just as I reached the lip,
the sewing on the strap of my pack broke, and my entire pack fell to the
bottom. Scott was only a few feet beneath me so the pack only grazed him,
and we yelled 11 rock 11 but everyone else was still in the Lake Room. My
newly overhauled Yashica with a f/1. 4 lens (which incidently didn't shatter)
was in the pack, a total loss along with my brand new, first time out,
made to o r der rack.
Everyone climbed out with a minimum of difficulty and we returned to
San Antonio. The cost of gas was a staggering 75~ per person.
DATE: July 29, 1973
DESTINATION: Lone Bat Cave
PERSONNEL: James Jasek, Darrell Smith, Terry Smith, Mimi Laurens,
Jane Laurens, Frances McCauley, Frank Sadek, Debbie Flanagen,
Gary Parsons, Richard Dunlap, and Roger Hurlbut
REPORTED BY: Gary Parsons
Everyone got their stuff together, and we headed for the cave. The cave
is located on the hill north of Gorman Falls Camp. Since no one really knew
the exact location of the cave, we finally split up to look for it and found it
after a short search. After a short rest, we started into the cave . The
entrance to the cave is in one of the many crevices in the area. After venturing down a horizontal pas sage of about three meters in length, a caver
will come upon a chimney of about two meters followed by another chimney
of a little ove r three meters. The main passage then continues from the
second chimn ey . During our trek into the underworld, we noticed many
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milipedes, hwnongous crickets, a big
black beetle, snails, roots of plants
that had sought out the moisture of the
cave, and the biggest find of all was a
tiny, seven leafed plant growing in the
cave.
After everyone had finished with
their exploration, we headed out. Everything went fine except for a few people
having slight difficulities with the second
chimney, which is the first chimney
going out.
As soon as everyone had exited the
cave, we then started to check out some
of the other crevices in the area. Soon
we all headed back to camp to soak our
anatomical structures in the cool, everlasting, spring of life which flows through
the camp.
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